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CREATING THE NEXT GENERATION OF 
RELIABILITY ENGINEERS 

MR Hodkiewicz1 JZ Sikorska1 & P Simpson2 
1School of Mechanical Engineering, University of Western Australia 2D0wning Teal 

Perth Western Australia 

Summary: Managers involved in the design, operation and maintenance of assets need relevant, 
validated technical and cost data on which to base decisions. Reliability engineers are an important 
part of this process; they are tasked with integrating complex equipment information with 
associated risks and the economic implications of possible maintenance actions. Once technical 
issues have been addressed, they need good communication skills to translate recommendations 
into a format that is readily accessible to non-engineering personnel.  Despite the obvious 
importance of this specialty to the asset management process, there is a recognised shortage of 
experienced, trained reliability engineers. This paper examines the skills expected of reliability 
engineers and presents a novel idea to increase the number of young engineers entering the 
reliability field.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

As this paper is about reliability engineers, it is first necessary to define what is meant by the job description ‘reliability’ 
engineer and thus answer the question ‘what distinguishes a reliability engineer from, for example, a maintenance engineer?’  

A qualitative survey of maintenance/reliability practitioners in Western Australia (Hodkiewicz, 2005) produced a variety of 
replies in response to the question ‘what are the differences between maintenance and reliability engineers?’ Survey 
respondents came from a variety of industry sectors including defence, process, oil and gas, and chemical; divergent replies 
indicate that there is no consistent distinction between the two titles. For the purposes of this paper, the authors favour the 
following distinction: Reliability Engineers are involved with the development of strategic programs aimed at providing the 
framework for maintenance. This includes developing reliability-focussed design specifications, undertaking in-service 
reliability assessments, ascertaining optimal condition monitoring requirements for ensuring machine longevity and 
consolidating reliability characteristics at the disposal phase. This agrees with the one of key characteristics of reliability 
engineers identified by O’Malley and Karyagina (2003): the focus of Reliability Engineers should be strategic and not 
governed by day-to-day operations. In contrast Maintenance Engineers are responsible for ensuring immediate equipment 
functionality, as well as implementing longer-term strategies that have been developed in cooperation with reliability 
engineers. Reliability and maintenance engineers require the same skills but their focus should be quite different.  Based on 
these definitions, the two roles are complementary.   

O’Malley and Karyagina (2003) describe the ‘skill set’ required by reliability engineers as including “a sound understanding of 
business objectives and how equipment availability contributes to these objectives; sound knowledge of the fundamentals of 
reliability and maintenance engineering and an ability to identify problems and formulate strategies to resolve them’. It may be 
argued that these skills are not limited to reliability engineers but are required by all engineers.  Likewise, the tools 
traditionally associated with reliability engineers listed in the first column of Table 1, should be used by all experienced 
engineers as part of data-driven decision making. If the use of these tools were more widespread then what would distinguish a 
reliability engineer from a maintenance or plant mechanical/electrical engineer? Again it is argued that the difference between 
reliability and other engineers is one of outlook, combined with the ability, time and tools to focus on identifying strategic 
issues and developing solutions.  
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Skills Reliability 
engineers 
toolkit1 

Traditional 
Engineering 
degree 

Reliability 
engineering 
undergraduate unit 
(UWA) 

Reliability 
Honours 
projects 
(UWA) 

Life cycle costing *  * * 
Data analysis and 
maintenance management 
systems 

*   
* 

Key performance indicators *   * 
Root cause failure analysis *  *  
Auditing and benchmarking *    
Failure modes and effects 
analysis  

*  * * 

Machine condition 
monitoring  

* *   

Reliability and risk based 
inspection programs (RBM, 
RBI, RCM) 

*   
 

Spares criticality analysis *    
Total productive 
maintenance 

*    

RAM modelling *   * 
Fault tree analysis *  * * 
Event tree analysis *    
Weibull analysis *  * * 
Design analysis methods  *   
Risk assessment   * * 
Failure mechanisms   *   
Inspection methods  *   
Condition assessment 
technologies  *   

HAZOP analysis     
Human factors     
Data management and IT     
Logistics     
Change-management     

Table 1: Identification of reliability skills covered by traditional and recent engineering education programs. 

2 RECRUITMENT OF RELIABILITY ENGINEERS 

Advertisements commonly use the terms ‘reliability’, ‘maintenance’, ‘asset management’ or ‘work process improvement’ 
engineer in the title.  However, there seems to be no clear relationship between job titles and job descriptions.    Currently, the 
term ‘maintenance engineer’ is suffering an image problem, therefore companies are advertising for ‘reliability’ engineers 
when job outlines and requirements fit the description of plant maintenance or condition-monitoring engineers. 

Although historical data across all industries could not be obtained, a graph (Figure 1) of commissioned recruitment 
assignments performed by a single recruitment company over the past nine years reveals an increase in the demand for jobs 
described as ‘reliability’ engineers. This increase in demand parallels the widely acknowledged demand for skilled, 
experienced personnel, particularly tradespersons and engineers, in Australia in 2005. 

 
                                                           
1 O’Malley & Karyagina (2003) The role of the reliability engineer, ICOMS-2003 Perth, Western Australia, Paper 39. 
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Figure 1: Number of jobs advertised by year by a single recruitment agency in Australia. 

 
Table 2 illustrates the variation in description and qualifications for employment as reliability, maintenance, and asset 
engineers. The data was collected from a web resource2 over the period 31/1/05 – 6/3/05. This web site advertises jobs posted 
by recruitment companies in Australia.  The list is not exhaustive as only a fraction of jobs reach the web or newspaper 
advertising stage. Nevertheless, observations from Table 2 include: 

1. widely differing interpretations of the role of a reliability engineer, 

2. lack of requirements for formal reliability qualification. 

Discussions with industry personnel engaged in trying to hire reliability engineers in 2004/05 reveal that reliability 
qualifications are rarely cited in advertisements to avoid restricting the potential applicant pool  as many managers consider 
experience, potential, and personality of the applicant more important than academic skills. This comment does not apply to 
the certain parts of the Defence sector where academic qualifications at a Graduate Diploma or Masters level are often 
required.  

                                                           
2 http://www.seek.com.au/index.ascx 
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Table 2: Job titles and description for recent advertisements for reliability and maintenance engineers 

3 RELIABILITY ENGINEERING EDUCATION 

If, as is proposed in Section 1, all mechanical/electrical engineers should be competent users of the tools listed in the first 
column of Table 1, then how is this best achieved?  Until recently traditional mechanical/electrical engineering undergraduate 
programs have concentrated on technical knowledge that was historically deemed important combined with developing skills 
in teamwork and communication. The overlap between the undergraduate subjects, which are covered by traditional units such 
as vibration theory, design, tribology and materials, and the reliability toolkit is shown in the second column of Table 1.  
Remaining reliability skills are generally acquired by graduate engineers through experience, industry-provided short courses 
or University post-graduate courses.  The largest provider of post-graduate reliability courses in Australia is Monash 
University which offers a variety of distance-learning based programs. In recent years, other universities, such as UWA, have 
started to offer Reliability engineering in one form or another as an elective undergraduate unit.  The coverage of the UWA 
unit of the items in the toolkit is shown in the third column of Table 1. This undergraduate course, albeit not comprehensive, 
does provide a theoretical grounding in important practical and data-driven decision making skills that are immediately useful 
to students on graduation, whatever their specific job description. 

Job title Industry Job description Requirements

Maintenance Engineer Process
Review and continuous improvement of 
equipment performance 

Mech BE degree, RCA and 
improvement programs

Mechanical Maintenance 
Engineer Process

Monitor equipment performance, 
recommend changes to improve reliability, 
accountable for design and construction 

Mech Engineer eligible for 
Section 3 Nat. Prof Engineers' 
Register.

Mechanical Maintenance 
Engineer Service provider

Identify plant downtime causes and develop 
solutions

BE degree, experience in 
reliability engineering, 
planning,shutdowns, RCA

Mechanical Maintenance 
Engineer Process Maintenance and risk management

Mech BE degree, 5 yrs 
experience including 
preventative maintenance. 

Reliability Engineer Process/ Mining
Change agent and facilitator to improve 
plant reliability

Mech BE degree, RCA, RCM, 
PM, reliability postgraduate 
qualification desireable. 

Reliability Engineer Food processing
Plant based role to improve equipment 
reliability and back-up existing plant BE degree

Reliability Engineer

Asset 
management 
Service provider On site testing and service of equipment

BE or Trade background, 
condition monitoring 
experience

Mechanical Reliability 
Engineer Process Implementation of RCM Mech BE degree
Reliability/Lubrication 
Engineer Manufacturing Condition monitoring Relevant qualification

Reliability Engineer Manufacturing
Develop and implement reliability systems 
and strategies

BE degree and 
maintenance/reliability 
experience

Lead Reliability Engineer Service provider

Monitor and assess equipment 
performance, formulate and implement 
procedures

BE degree, failure analysis 
and maintenance management

Senior Reliability Engineer 
(electrical) Manufacturing Implementation of RCM and PM programs Elec BE degree

Senior Maintenance 
Engineer (electrical) Steel

Driving maintenance strategy, auditing 
performance of safety and enviromentally 
critical equipment, compliance programs

Elec or Mech BE degree or 
diploma qualifications

Senior Reliability Engineer 
(electrical) Steel

Identify process improvements, formulate 
asset maintenance strategies and budget, 
monitor implementation, safety audits

Elec BE degree, RCM 
experience

Asset Maintenance 
Engineer Utility

Develop and maintain maintenance plans 
and schedules

Trade or engineering 
background

Asset Management 
Engineer Utility

Regulatory compliance and risk 
management

BE degree, LCC, Codes and 
standards.

Work Process 
Improvement Engineer Service provider

Visit client sites to advise senior 
management of stratefic ways of operational 

BE degree, financial planning, 
data analysis, SAP.

Senior Plant Engineer Utility
improvement strategies and reliability 
models, failure investigations

BE degree or trade 
background.
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4 COMBINED DEGREE STUDENTS 

Over the past decade, combined engineering degrees have become more common and popular amongst students.  At UWA 
these take at least five years, during which time, the student takes a variety of subjects from both areas and graduates with two 
degrees. Engineering/Science and Engineering/Commerce are the most popular options although Engineering/Arts is also 
available. Competition for admission to these degrees is fierce and as a result students require much higher TER scores to be 
admitted, than to a traditional Engineering degree program. This difference in admission level requirements is illustrated in 
Figure 2.  

There is also healthy competition amongst employers to hire combined degree graduates, especially the commerce/engineers 
who are a popular choice for accounting, banking and financial consulting companies, given their exposure to basic 
accounting, marketing and economics principals.  Unfortunately, for various reasons, students often accept these non-
engineering job offers in preference to traditional graduate engineering roles.   Informal discussions with combined degree 
students during the recruitment process have shown that many of them wish to “use both of their degrees”. Rightly or wrongly, 
they view conventional engineering graduate programs as overly biased towards development of technical skills.   Ironically, 
the preferred non-engineering roles generally offer little or no exposure to engineering and thus the profession loses some its 
best and brightest immediately upon graduation. From a different perspective there is also the issue that these engineers who 
choose other than an engineering-oriented start  to their working life will find that they have no engineering foundation on 
which to base the ongoing development of their career.  

Interestingly, a growing number of mechanical engineering/commerce combined degree students are selecting honours projects 
in the reliability field. (An honours project is a research project undertaken in the student’s final year of study.) At UWA, 
reliability-oriented honours projects are offered in conjunction with an industry partner, often but not always through the 
CEED3 program. Students compete for CEED projects by submitting a formal application and participating in an interview 
process with both industry and academic supervisors. During the 2005 project selection process, each student was asked why 
he or she selected each individual project. The universal reply from commerce/engineering students was that these were more 
attractive than traditional mechanical engineering research projects because they incorporated aspects of both degrees.  In 
completing these types of projects, students gain useful experience in many reliability skills particularly in data analysis and 
maintenance management systems, failure modes and effects analysis, Weibull analysis and RAM modelling.  Again, these are 
identified in column four of Table 1.  

Since these are exactly the skills that seem to be in short supply in the engineering workplace, it is suggested that retaining 
these students would be beneficial to the engineering profession as well as to industries seeking reliability specialists.    
Unfortunately, this requires the active participation of industry.  To attract these high achieving and skilled graduates, 
companies need to do two things.  Firstly, recruitment processes need to stress the multidisciplinary opportunities within their 
organisations.  Secondly, and most importantly, they need to refocus their early career development programs to encourage 
                                                           
3 CEED – Co-operative education for enterprise development (http://www.ceed.uwa.edu.au/) 

Figure 2: Comparison of TER scores for BE enrolments and BE/BCom 
enrolments at UWA. 
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utilisation and refining of both business and technical skills.  This will require careful thought and implementation by industry 
as graduates must not only develop competence in using reliability tools, they must also develop the technical, diagnostic, 
interpersonal and management skills to apply them appropriately.  This will only come from practise and field experience.  

5 COMMERCIAL ENGINEER 

The recruitment market has seen an increase in demand for ‘Commercial Engineers’. These are engineers who can handle 
engineering concepts/arguments/specification and have financial skills including modelling/budgets/life-cycle costing. While 
this is a project-oriented role, the skill sets are equally applicable to reliability engineering. A career path into this role requires 
an engineering background and commerce/financial skills. However, it may be argued that the full undergraduate Commerce 
degree provides more commerce than required as well as a compromise in important advanced engineering units. Is it worth 
considering an alternative approach?  The authors propose a double degree in Commercial Engineering/Engineering. The 
Commercial Engineering would include management, finance, commerce, industrial relations, reliability, modelling and 
simulation and project management units, all of which currently exist within the university’s undergraduate curriculum. These 
units would provide added breadth and depth in areas relevant to careers in engineering. The lack of a full commerce degree 
may also reduce the chance of these graduates being lured to the ‘dark side’ by the banking/finance/management consulting 
sectors.  

6 RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. There should be a clearer distinction between the job titles ‘reliability’ and ‘maintenance’ engineer and their respective 
roles. 

2. Many of the tools listed in the reliability engineer’s toolkit should be taught to and used by engineers in all fields. 

3. Graduate recruitment should recognise the value of and interests of combined degree commerce/engineering students 
and make more effort to attract these students into engineering jobs.  

4. The interest shown by commerce/engineers in reliability engineering as an early career goal should be encouraged and 
accommodated by companies hiring graduates. 

5. University should recognise the suitability of commerce/engineers (and interest) in reliability, maintenance and asset 
management fields, and offer a greater variety of suitable unit options to penultimate undergraduate students. 
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